
 VACCINE PASSPORTS ARE TYRANNICAL! 

 Council Members: 

 We have witnessed our democracy under attack over the last 2+ years. The COVID pandemic as 
 provided a window of opportunity for elected officials with nefarious and anti-American agendas to 
 impose destructive and dangerous ideas & push legislation antithetical to our constitution and way of 
 life; the kind of legislation that threatens our freedom, our health, and our liberty. 

 The imposition of a vaccine mandate,  which has done  nothing to stop the spread in the cities of New 
 York, Boston, or Minneapolis  , is precisely this type  of legislation. If you implement this, you will 
 further suffocate businesses in our county, you will damage our economy, you will exacerbate 
 inequity, and you will cause the loss of thousands of jobs and the destruction of tens of thousands of 
 livelihoods & families. Most of all, you will create, foster, & support a 1938-Germany style 
 environment where people are required to "show their papers" to engage in normal life - enjoy a slice 
 of pizza, attend a concert, or exercise at their favorite gym. You will be engaging in the very act of 
 discrimination against the "unvaccinated" - the same type of discrimination we just remembered the 
 great Dr. Martin Luther King for. 

 You will do this in the "name of public health", yet all you will be doing is an exercise in insanity - 
 performing the same actions over and over again but expecting a different result. The science does 
 not support lock-downs, isolation, even masks - however even if you agree with all of that (which 
 knowing this council, you all do), there's not a shred of scientific evidence, no success story, no 
 reduction-in-spread example, of vaccine passports doing any good or helping anyone. 

 Now is the time for bold action - not the type that marginalizes, hurts, and discriminates against 
 people. That's the act of tyrants. Bold action means acknowledging the science, considering all 
 sides, listening to people, promoting freedom & liberty, uniting others through understanding and 
 love. Vaccine Passports are the way towards disaster and should you vote to implement this action, 
 you will all be held personally responsible for the devastating results of such action. 

 -  Chad Freeman 


